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THE PROGRAM 
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CHAPTER I INTRODUCTION 

Programs which are established to deal with problems of juvenile delinquency and other forms 
of corrections generally arise out of perceived inadequacies of the present systems for handling 
such problems. For example, a judge may attempt to institute some form of temporary shelter care 
because he/she doesn't want to keep children in the local jail and is presented with a sufficient 
number of runaway children or children who need shelter to merit establishing an alternate facili
ty. A probation officer might be concerned with the fact that some of his probationers aren't 
responding favorably to superviSion, but has only the alternative of sending them to a state train
ing school which might aggravate the existing problems. As a result, the probation officer may 
attempt to establish a group home in the community, thus providing another alternative which might 
be less harmful than incarceration. 

As many of our readers know from frustrating experiences, establishing a program has many 
pitfalls and calls for a sophistication in activities for which many juvenile justice personnel 
have little background. The purpose of the present package is to provide a handbook for such 
personnel in formulating and evaluating needed programs. The package is also designed to provide 
assistance to on-going programS for purposes of se1f~analysis and upgt'ading evaluation processes. 

In general, the birth of a program takes the follOWing steps, though not necessarily in the 
exact order listed below. 

A. Assessment of ~ 

At this stage .• one or more needs of the existing system become apparent. It is best to take 
a careful look at the whole system to see if some other less apparent weakness might need attention. 
Eventually, a d,~cision will have to be made as to whether the entire program needs to be remodeled 
or whether it •. :ould suffice to add a ne~~ program to satisfy the most pressing needs. 

B. Scope of Program Needs 

If a large area or region has s:lmilar needs, but the cost assessment runs too high for any 
local area to operate its own compr~\ensive program, a regional concept should be considered. 
While there are benefits in regional programs in their ability to offer more diversified services 
and uniformity of handling, etc; there are also benefits in dealing with juvenile offenders in 
their own community and having services available locally. 

C. Assessment Ei Community Support ~ Resources 

Since most granting agencies require some community funds to be provitled, program planners 
must find a source for continued local funding of their program. Equally important, however, is 
to consult various members of the area as to the response of the community to the proposed pro~ 
gram. Questions of availability of facilities and personnel need to be considered. 

D. Development Ei ~ PhilosophY Ei Treatment 

By this paint in time, program planners probably have at least a notion of their philosophy 
regarding the causes of delinquency and optimal means of handling juvenile offenders. This philos
ophy is the key to ali planning, and should be given serious thought. 

E. DevelopmenE ~ Program DeSign, ~ and Objectives 

The design of a new program is affected by financial limitations, community response, philos
ophy of the program planners, perceived needs of the community or area; and other factors. Future 
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difficulties may be avoided if fairly specific decisions are made regel.rding wh~ the progral~ will . 
ded with, what techniques ,qill be used, the chain of accountability, Illld the Job descriptlons of 
each of the personnel. 

F. Assessment of Monetary; ~..!:.Q Implement Design 

Caref-ul estimates should be obtained on competitive salary rates, costs o[ facility up keep 
and rental, insurance, t-ravel, phone, food and other custodial costs (i.n custodial programs), 
backup personnel, and \qhatever other cost~ are arrived at. Cost computations should be as ~ccurate 
as possible, as underestimates or overlooked expenses will haurtt administrators for the entJ.re 
grant period. On the other hand, you must be able to justify each expense, so overestimates are 
unnecessary and may jeopardize grant approval. 

G. Organizati.on of Advisot'Y Committee and Agency Contacts 

The advisory board should consist of local juvenile justice personnel (judge, etc.) and other 
interested citizens preferably t'epresenting a variety of areas of competence. Contacts should be 
made with other agel~cies which may affect or be affected by the new progl"am, and tentative working 
agreements should be established. Such agellcies might include the school system, Department of 
Pensions <l11d Securities, mental health and medical programs, and a.ny other agencies which are con~ 
sidered relevant. If resistance is antit~ipated from the communit"y or agencies, it would be worth
vlhile to consult with resisting groups for their suggestions and allow them to express their opin
ions and reservations. Some of the suggestions may be worthwhile and the groups may have a more 
favorable outlook simply because they were given an opportunity to contribute. 

H. Collection of Base.~ Data 

'ritis step may occur at any point, but should not be delayed until the program has begun ope::a
tion. Data should be compiled for the area and populations the proposed program will serve, pre
ferably including several years of court statistics and dispositional information. Other data 
collected at thi:; time will depend on the specific goals and objectives of the new program and the 
evaluation research design and criteria. 

r. Identification of Grant Sources ~ ~ Proposal preparation 

Several state and federal granting agencies have funds available for programs, depending on 
what type of services the program provides, ego LEAA, HEW, NUm, etc, Contacts with thest1 sources 
will generally help to define which source is most appropriate to apply to (or funding, fCIl10wing 
which, application forms should he obtained. 

The grant proposal should be in a readable format (eg, outline) and should clearly state the 
nt'ed for the program, its objectives, philosophy, structure, treatment methods, and personnel 
qualifications and roles. All expenditures should be broken down into component parts, providing 
111lmthly rates for utilities, rates per mile for travel, cost per item of furniture, etc. A writ
tE'n justification of each expense should be included in the budget narrative, explaining briefly 
IH)w rates were arrived at, what each staff member is expected to do, etc. A schedule of operations 
should be provided, giving deadlines fot' the accomplishment of specific tasks. It is usually a 
gllod irlea to provide a little lead time et the beginning of the grant period to ensure hiring and 
orientation of personnel before deadlines begin to occur. 

J. Search for Facilities ~ ~:1l1el 

Once the grant proposal has been qubmitted, a search should be initiated for appropriate 
facilities and program personn~l. A director or administrative personnel should ideally be select
ed first so that they may participate in selection of other personnel. 

K. Training ~~ Orientation of Personnel 

Personnel cannot official.1y be hired Until the grant has been approved. The first week or 
more of program operation will usually be spent heavily in procedural planning and familiarization 
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of personnel with the problems involved in their work. If special training is required (eg. be
havior management), qualified consultants shOUld be utilized to provide such training. 

L. Prog~ Operation 

Once the program is f-unctioning and the staff become familiar with their roles, it is general
ly a good idea to have regular staff meetings to discuss special problems and to make minor modi
fications. 

H. Orl- going Evaluation 

For purposes of evaluation, records need to be kept up to date on whatever research I~riteria 
were determined in advance. These criteria should directly reflect the goals of the pr.g:ram. If 
no available personnel or board members have knowledge of research methodology or statistics, some 
funds might be included in the proposal for consulting services to assist in deSigning an,d evalu~ 
ating research efforts.. The precent handbook may be adequate to guide an evaluation, if evaluation 
needs are not too complex. 

The information in this handbook is intended to reply essentially to two program needs: 

1. To serve as s. guide for designing a coherent and internally consistent program, so that it in 
fact f-unctions as it is intended to. In order to facilitate that ,goal, some information is pro-
vi.ded regarding types of programs available and sources to consult (See Appendix A), These 
sources are not in.tended to be exhaustive as space does not permit intensive treatment of philos
ophies and methods. 

2. To provide a framework for program evaluation, including information on criteria, measurement, 
research design and analysis of results. 
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C1JAP'rER 2 S'lSTEHS APPROACH 

Section 1. Juvenile ,Justice Programs as Open Systems 

Programs which ,3re desigl1E!d to respond to a need in the connnun:lty and ~~~ich are fUl1d~d from 
pub lic sources do not have the lUXln:y of being closed systl'llls. They are subJ ected to vaned pres
sures from their constituency to perform activities and stt'ive toward goals \.l:ic~ are often ,mutually 
exclusive. This fact, couplpd with a diversity of backgrounds o~ personnel wl.t?l.n such programs, 
produces a tendency to undermine the ability of a progrB.~ to be l.Uter~a~ly cons:stent and maXim~l1y 
organized to peI'fonn its is tated goals. If the system falls to m?et mLnl.ltlum socl.etal demands! it 
is likel)' to die an early death. Like~"ise, if goals at(> ill~deflned, or operations do not ftt the 
goals) the program will bie' more susceptible to pressurl's. 

Fi~lre I presents a systems model for juvenile justice agencies, indicating input, throughput, 
and output characteristics with arrows showing the relationships bet~qeen dement: (See ~igure 1). 
Since the chart appears complex, explanations of the eh'l11ents are included in tlll.s sectl.on. 

In order to avoid any misunderstanding of the present use of the word treatmt:>llt, the term is 
intended to reflect a research model, rather than a medical model. Treatment refers here to any 
type of intervention program as opposed to no intervention in the client's Ii fe. 

INPUT 

A. Philosophy: 

The philosophical and/or theoretical position one takes when organizaing a program for juve
nile corrections is of utmost i.mportance, anr! will affect: evety asppct of program implementation. 

Ifj for example, one takes the hypothetical position that delinqt.lent behavior is caused by 
a honnonal imbalance, a program would be designed to facilitate phYSiological rather than psychQ~ 
lcgical or environmPlltal changes. This, in turn, will affect: 1) ~ ~ and qualifications of 
pers~ required to staff th(> program - in this hypothetical system) medicl1l1y and/or biochetni
cally-oriented persons. 2) 1.h.£ physical Elant required to house and carry out the procedures 
ttC'cessary. Structures to carry Oll: medical procedures will differ from ones designed for psycho l
ogical procedures. 3) ~ amount .£f 111cmex ~ to finance thl;> operations will differ from one 
type of approach to another (programs requiring custodial care higher). 4) The ~ of ~.~ 

.kept ~ ~ gathend wEI depend greatly on the program l s theol:E'l:ical orientation towards delin
quency. For evaluation purposes, records shC'uld contain data that reflect the programs objectives. 
5) The methods .£f intervention used are obvlously affected by the program's theoretical \.losition. 
One would not, for example, initiate group therapy as a treatment method if the problem ~.,ere vi('w('d 
as hormonal imbalance. 

Il. ~ ~ Objectives: 

rhe proposal of a program
1
s goals and objectives is an essential and extremely important as

pect of project development. Numerous considerations must be taken into account, and all factors 
relevant to goal development should be carefully and thoughtfully analyzed. 

Nany proposed s~cial action programs incorporate expansive, all-encompassing goals, such as, 
lito reha~ili~ate del~l1~uentsll or "prevent delinquencyH. failing to break these concepts down into 
their obJectl,ve specl.,hcs. In order to evaluate program ,l!ffectiveness, it is necessary to h.'lVe 
some measurable criteria for goals and objectives. Good intentions though a worthy starting 
point, do not necessarily lead to positive reSUlts. ' 

Nore detailed infonnation on conceptualizing goals and objectives will be discussed in the section on evaluation criteria. 
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C. Laws ~ Rights: 

A work:l.ng knowledge of juvenile laws and the juvenile code is essential to any person working 
in a juvenile program no matter what the philosophy or the goals and objectives of the program. 
Client rights must be protected; he/she must he.ve a good understanding of his Lights as well as 
what alternatives and options he is entitled to under the law. It should never be assumed that 
the agency or program decides what a child should do without first consulting the individual in 
question. He should be a.llow(>d to have input into any decision involving a method of intervention 
in his life. 

D. Client Pool and CHents: 

The client pool for any project of this nature is vast, making careful screening of the num~ 
erous potential clients necessary in order to involve as few persons as possible. Labeling of 
people comes through association, and where mere association or involvement with a particular pro
gram (such as a detenti.on facility) may be detrimental to a child, his associatil.m with this pro
gram should be avoided ,qhen possible. 

The goals and objectives of the program determine which types of behaviors are to be treated, 
thus the persons who will be selected as clients. For example, if the program is aimed at runaways 
only, it would not be expected that a large number of armed robbery clients would be handled. 

Personnel and facilities of: the program would also serve to limit the kinds of problems and 
the l1'Jmbers of juveniles who will be involved in the program. One would not introduce a severely 
retarded person into the,program without having facilities or personnel available who could work 
with such a pel.'son. Thus, such an individual would likely be referred to another agency. It is 
a significant [~nction of the program and its personnel to be well acquainted with sources and 
agencies to which individuals with specific needs may be referred. 

E. Finances: 

Every proj ect is limited by its budget. When the amount of money availab Ie to a total program 
is fixed, the program's goals and objectives, personnel, facilities, and number of clients are a 
function of that fixed sum. For example, expansive goals and objectives are not possible when 
there is a restricted amount of money. Thus, the piCog-ram goals and objectives must be co-rrelated 
with the p'rogram's financial situation. In addition, salaries must come out of the budget, making 
it necessary to assess the number and qualities of personnel required to make the program work. 

F. Personnel: 

As mentioned above, several factors influence the selection and employment of p-rogram person
nel. Eesides those already cited, the personnel pool is affected by the program location. One 
wi 11 be less likely to find certain kinds of personnel in rural settings than in urban settingll. 
This fact makes it essential to assess both program needs and personnel resources available in the 
particular cO~lnity to obtain an idea of whether or not it will be necessary or possible to re
cruit personnel from outside the community. For example, it is somewhat impractical to design a 
pr,ogram in a rural area which will require the full-time services of 5 Ph.D. psychologists unless 
there has been some positive indication that qualified people are willing to locate in that area. 
If a program is built around high level personnel, monetary reality must also be faced. The pro
gram must be willing to budget salaries which will draw individuals at the desired level. 

The numbers of personnel to be employed in a program should be logically and realistically 
detennined prior to personnel selection. In addition, job descriptions should be drawn up listing 
both the qualifications necessary to fill the position and the duties to be performed by the per
sonnel hired. Personnel should have a philosophy essentially CO~1sonant with .that of the program 
so that their activities do not undennine the goals of the program. 

G. Physical~: 

The facilities of a proposed program will be influenced by several factors. Among these are 
finances and available facilities, program goals and objectives, and numbers of staff and clients 
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to be involved in the program. Goals and objectives, client needs and numbers of staff should be 
kept in mind when selecting a project site. The plant should provide sufficient spa'~e for both 
staff and clients and their activities. For instance, if the client population is ~xpected to be 
ten to fourteen persons a day, a large building is not needed to accomodate them. When buildings 
are adapted "to purposes outside of their original deSign, i.t is important to consider the possible 
effects of the struc7u::es on the treatment. For example, if an empathetic counselor is expected 
to play the role of Ja~lor in a sterile lockup, his relationship with the client will be con[~sed 
both for himself and the client. 

H. Community Resources: 

Several questions need to be asked and answered about the community where a program is to be 
located: Are there agencies in the community which can handle clients referred from the program? 
Is ~n-service staff training available, such as from a college or university located in the com
mumty or through consultan~s. from one located elsewhere? Whllt is the feasibility of employing 
connn::nity volunteers from c~v~c action groups, religious organizations, or interested private citi
zen~. Is the community amenable to locating the program here? In every case, the community is 
:nt~tled t~ know and under~ta~d the kinds of prcJblems, the number of clients, etc. to be helped 
through th~s progra~. Th~u ~nterest an~ participation in the program should be encouraged,· P'to
gram success, espec~ally l.n the area of Juvenile corrections, hinges greatly on conuuunity resources 
and acceptance of the program. 

THROUGHPUT 

A. Organtzational Structure: 

An. organizational structure, though a necessary ingredient in any successful program, should 
be.fle~~ble enough to allow some room for individual style differences. The program goals and 
obJect~ves serve as part of the basis for deciding on the type of organizational structure that the 
program should have. The structure should be such that individual responsibilities are defined, 
and that assessment of personnel performance is pOSSible. 

B. Record Keeping: 

The kinds of records kept by the program is in large part detennined by the direction the 
program hopes to take. For example, if the program is basically a behavior modification project 
records of individual behavior are necessary. If the idea behind the proj ect is one of warehousing, 
nwnbers figure prominently in the records of the program. In any case, adequate record keeping 
systems should be designed before the proj ect is underway keeping in mind that they may need to 
be modified and/or updated as the program progresses or a~ treatment techniques are changed. 

C. Treatment Diagnost~: 

.. No treatment program is equally effective With all types of clients, therefore an early de
cl.s~~n must.be mad~ as to appropr~ate m~thods to be used with each. There are two aspects of 
treatment ~~agno~tl.cs: 1) dete~~n~ng l.f the program is suitable for the client; and 2) deciding 
how the cl1.ent w1.l1 be handled w~thl.n the program. Initial diagnosis should determine whether the 
client has. been pro~erly screened ~Nhen selected or if he can be better treated in another program. 
If diagnos1.~ d~term1.nes he ca~ be llel:V'ed, the next step is to decide which of the options for 
t~eatment w1.th1.n the program l.S m~st SUitable, to make individualized treatment plans, and to as
S1.gn . appropriate personnel to ~mplement the plan. Diagnostic criteria may include the type and 
sever~ty of the offense; the background, age, and personality of the client; and the general etiol
ogy of the problem. 

D. Training: 

The kind of program to be implemented determines the level and kind of pre-service and in
service training desirable for the personnel employed in the project. If the program is to involve 
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a certain kind o.E therapy, then people qualified to utilize that therapy should be employed or 
train those persons who are employed. In~service training is n~cessary.t~ kee~ p::ogram p7rson~el 
up-to-date on innovative techniques, literature and new theoret1.ca1 pos1.twns 1.n the part1.culat 
field. 

E. Erfects on Treatment! 

The kinds of physical facilities available influence the kinds of treatment that a program 
can offer. Certain physical requirements Unlst be m~t in ~rder that certain. types Of. t~e~tment . 
operate effectively. If a program is to be recreat1.onal 1.n nature, recreat1.onal faC1.b.tles must 
be available for the client's use. In like manner, if individual therapy is to figure greatly 
ir, the programs,rooms for the individual and his therapist nlUst be accessible. 

F. Volunteers, ill.! 

The resources of the cOlmllUnity are often critical to the operation of particular kinds of 
programs. If a large base of connnunity support is behind a program, the pt:oject will likely be . 
more effective and stable. If onewto-one juvenile and adult contacts are crucial to the fur"!tionl.t1g 
of the program, but it is not possible to maintain such a staff-client :-atio, then ,:o~unteers from 
the community mi.ght be trained and utilized effectively. Hherever feas1.b Ie, a spec1.fl.c staff po
sition of volunteer coordinator should be established. 

G. Nethods £E Intervention: 

In deciding on the methods to be used in the program, one must keep in mind the goals of the 
program, the kinds of personnel (staff and volunteer) and facilities available to implement these 
goals, characteristics of clients and their reasons for be(~oming involved in the program. Inter~ 
vention in a person's lire, when called for, must be humanely and ethically accomplished. 

H. Criteria.f£! Output: 

It must be clearly understood by both staff and clients what should be accomplished in order 
for the client to move on to another kind of treatment or to another agency or out of the system 
entirely. Criteria for release or transfer should be directly related to the objectives and phil
osophy of the program. 

OUTPUT 

A. Follow-up! 

~1ce clients complete the program, some follow-up procedures and methods should be utilized 
to dis ,"over what happens to them when they return to their own community. Depending on the kind. 
"f information the program needs, personal interviews or other ro110w-up procedures should be bU1.lt 
tnto the program. Follow-up considerations are primarily for research purposes, bue may also have 
therapeutic support value. 

n. Aftercare: 

Any program which involves long term custody of a youth in unfamiliar surroundings should pro
vide or insure provision of some form of assistance upon release in reorienting the youth to his/her 
community. FailUre to prOvide effective aftercare may eradicate whatever beneficial effects a pro
gram has achieved. 

C, Research Evaluation: 

In order for a program to maintain effective responsiveness to the needs of the area served, 
there lllUst be continuous research evaluation of the program's effectiveness. Such research provides 
a framework for updating program goals and techniques for treatment. In order to draw definite 
conclusions about the program's role in any changes Which occur, the evaluation procedures need to 
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illcltlde air-tight research designs which are carefully implemented. Research criteria and proce
dures ate outlined in a later part of this paper. 

Section 2. Systems Approach: Basic Steps in Program Evaluations 

The systems approach is a general approach to problem solving and a group of scientific tech
niques drawn from many fields and disciplines that are used in solving particular problems. In a 
word, the systems approach applies the scientific method to the solution of practical problems by 
fOCUSing on two familiar forces - reason and adaption. (See Figure 2) 

Systems Approach ~ ~ Evaluation Tool 

Program evaluation should employ procedUres of the systems approach to analyze effectiveness 
of ongoing and proposed pLOgrams to accomplish organizational objectives. 

In follOWing this approach, the researcher should: 

a. State the real need the program is su.pposed to satisfy; 
b. Define the objectives which will contribute to satisfying the real need; 
c. Define those practical limiting constraints which any proposed program must deal With; 
d. Generate alternatives; 
e. Select the best alternative by careful cost/benefit analysis; 
f. Implement the selected alternatives for testing and evaluation; 
g. Evaluate the experimental system; and 
h. Based on expetimental and real world results, reed back the reqUired modifications and continue 

this cycle until the objectives have been attained. 

1h£ ~ Statement 

The researcher lllUst develop a statement (the need statement) defining the actual problem that 
i,s facing the organization - the problem that the organization 1.s attempting to solve effectively 
with the proposed or ongoing program. The steps axe as follows: 

1. First define the problem in generalized terms. Example: Our conununity needs less juvenile 
crime. 

2. What appear to be the causes of the problem? To what extent are they currently known? 
3. Hho are the specific groups affected? Identify their special traits. 
4. Isolate the factors that would resolve the problem: ego to lessen juvenile crime, establish a 

group home. 
S. Determ:l.ne the type of personnel, skills and abi1itieH that are requisite. Define in depth and 

mention specifically the people and the knowledge - Iskills necessa-ry to fulfill the need state; 
i.e. better environment for the juvenile from deprivtad homes. 

6. Re-evaluate #1. Verify the need. Is it an assumption or is it real? Is it a problem fabri
cated to amplify a presupposed answer? 

Ironically, the need statement is difficult to eva1uate. Perhaps there are too many needs or 
perhaps the needs arise from problems that are too large. The world "needs peace" and the nation 
"needs a crimeless society" but these two needs are tOCI vast, too amorphous, to permit the prob
lems to be defined. Better to say "the world needs a nuclear arms treaty With the Soviet Union" 

ot:. that "American cities need a 20 percent reduction in theft." These needs are less extravagant, 
far more achievable, and well within the framework ot the "divide and conquer" strategy of the 
systems analyst. 

Define Objectives 

The researcher must designate the objectives of the organization that will satisfy the real 
need. Hhat does the ot:ganization have to do? t~at are its goals? Steps include: 

1. Define how and why the objective will contribute to the fulfillment of the real need, Does it 
9 
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contribute significantly? What portion or portions of the real need does the objective satisfy? 
2. Describe the object in specific measurable tenns that identify who, what, when, ,~here, and how. 
3. Define the minimum acceptable criteria for verfying that objectives have been achieved. 
4. Describe the environment conditions under which the desired ends are to be attained. 
5. Re-evaluate the objectives. Are they clear? Verificable? Quantifiable or qualifiable? Are 
they relevant to the real need'? 

As in the need statement, the definition of objectives calls for a truce with rhetoric. Ob
jectives, if they are to be anything, must be clear, speCific and measurable. Program specifica
tions should anSWer these questions. What shall be done? 'fuo will do it'? When alld where should 
it be done? And finally, how will the program be processed? 

These specifications do n(ll: rule out duality, complexity or sophistication but they do void 
the cornmon practice of setting goals that are too vague to evaluate, too elastic to leave traces 
of responsibility. The need is for thought. Hhat does the organization desire and how does it 
kno~~ when it is there? Objectives are results that must be achieved. The methods for realizing 
these results corne later in the process. 

Identify Constraints 

The researcher must identify the constraints-*the 'real-world problems and issues that any pro
posed program must adjust to, as follows: 

1. List the constraints in general categories, for example, finances, available personnel resources 
available plant, training, voluntary assistances. 
2. List the specific constraints ,.ithin each category and establish the source of those constraints 
3. Label the constraints according to the nature of key characteristics. E2l:ample: economic; short
term/long-term; traditional; subject to change. 
4. Rank constraints in the order of effect upon system, program, realization of need, etc. 
5. Re-evaluate the constraints. Have facts been separated from assumptions, constraints from vari
ables, intuition from bias, need from pressures? Have "pet solutions" or "built-in answers" intro
duced unwarranted or imagined constraints? If constraints are indeed inviolate, hav? they been 
validated as such? 

It is cornmon to link constraints with "real·world" problems. The truth and simplicity of this 
linkage, however, is deceptive. For there are many kinds of real worlds; and we must attend to 
this as we categorize tL.1 many kinds of constraints . 

There are those constraints that cannot be handled at all. The elimination of delinquency 
would certainly simplify the prob lems that face juvenile corrections. But what of those constraints 
that are considered to be out of the organization's control but which actually are not? The most 
real of all the worlds is not always the one we grew up with or the one we heard repeated the most 
often. We must also consider the mUltiplicity of Ureal worlds" when we ponder the impact of con
straints upon the analysis of our objectives. Although we are often moved to disavow it, a serious 
difference separates "impossible lt from "uncomfortable." 

Study Alternatives 

The researcher must evaluate alternative systems or programs designed to achieve the objec
tives as follows: 

1. Research and develop infonnation on present and future conditions (current and expected state 
of the art), collect information with the idea of uncovering potential means to specified ends. 
2. Solicit ideas from many and varied sources. 
3. List all the ideas that have been researched or suggested. 
ideas that seem outlandish, impractical or unrealistic in view 
4. Review the list of suggested ideas to determine that it is 
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possible. Solicitation only from "in-gr()ups ll or inhibiting individuals from proposing radical 
solutions are both common failings. Again, ideas that appear to be impractical or inappropriate 
should be listed. 

There are many alternatives in problem solving. Careful and detailed analysis will bring 
some of them to the surface. But there are factors to be considel!:'ed along with the mechanical 
steps of science; logic, for instance, and imagination. Creativity and courage are what we aim 
for, and we cannot come too close to the mark. 

Select ~ Alternative 

The researcher must study all alternatives in terms of objectives as well as constraints and, 
after careful analysis, select the alternative or alternatives considered to be the best: 

1. After consideration of all vital select:t.on criteria, define the criteria which will be used to 
select the most promising program(s) or system(s). 
2. Establish a method (quantitative when possible) for rating each alternative against the select-
ion criteria. 
3. Make the final selection of alterntives(s) for testing. 
4. Re-evaluate the solutions. ~vere radical solutions penalized unfairly? Here conclusions ration
alized that were already predeterm:t.ned? Was there bias in thp. scoring system? Is there objective 
evidence to indicate that the alternatives selected would be effective? 

Criteria which will be used in evaluating the alternatives must be determined. They are dep
rived mainly from the objectives and constraints; they frequently deal with performance) cost, 
time, risk of failure, and conformity to established policy. It is essential to establish an 
analytical method for selecting one or more alternatives based on the application of criteria to 
each of the alteolatives. 

This analytical method may involve relatively simple, logical thinking and written analysis 
or the use of more complex statistics, flow charts and decision trees, mathematical models, and 
computer simulations. The results of all of this is the selection of one or more alternatives 
for testing. 

Implement A1ternati~ 

The researcher must implement the alternative to meet the specified objectives as follows: 

1. Specify the actiVities, events, time frame, and the resources that will be needed. 
2. Plan programs to evaluate the alternative (s). Pilot projects, controlled experiments, and other 
programs are all part of the methodology considered elsewhere in this appendix. 
3. Re-evaluate #2. Was adequate data collected? Was the experiment extended for a sufficient 
length of t:ime? 
4. Implement the 
5 . Evaluate :fl4. 
Is the plan being 

program. 
Is the system being implemented in such a way that it has a chance to survive? 
altered without sufficient jXlstificatj.on? 

Evaluation and re-evaluation is the constant theme of the overall systems approach to p'rogram 
design and evaluation. Criteria, standards, and scientific methodology are the banner words. The 
approach is more complicated because it involved a complex intellectual process, far above the 
world of slogans and superficial assumptions. 

No matter how good the selected alternative course of action may be, it cannot achieve the 
objective unless it is properly implemented. Circumstances may change rapidly during implementa
tion, necessitating minor and/or major modifications. Wherever possible, there should be a pilot 
implementation of the selected alternative before it is accepted as a continuing program or method. 
Even where this is not practical, the first implementation of the selected alternative should be a 
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trial effort--planned,monitored, and evaluated. The purpose of pilot implementation is not to al
low organized inertia to prove that the new approach is impossible, but rather to insure the best 
pOSsible results from the net .. method or approach prior to fullwscale implementation. 

Evaluation 

The researcher lUUSt tt11dertake an evaluation of the overall system in O1:der to detenn1.ne whether 
the results of the program match the objectives that were initially specifil~d, as follows: 

L Re-examine the original statement of objectives. Collect from these stlatements those items 
that are specifically InclCisurable as well as those environmental conditions t;.1ithin which the objec
tives must be pursued.. 
2. Incorporating diagnostiC features that provide for corrective action, develop as l1\any reliahle 
and valid tests as mal' be required to establish whether all of the objectives are being met. 
3. Administer the t~sts to the system and interpret them both qualitatively and quantitatively. 
4. At speCified intervals, re-examine and evaluate the need and all elemen.ts of the system. Are 
the tests reliable? Is the testing being applied to what was originally specified? 

After the pilot implementation of the selected alternative has proceeded to the point where 
results can be evaluated as planned, formal analysis of the results achiev(~d is necessary to 
determine tvhether the selected alternative performs as well as expected. 'this state of evaluation 
of the pilot implemel1,tation of an alternative should not be considered as ,equivalent to normal pro
gram evaluation. 

Feedback ~ Hodification 

Finally, the researcher must, based on exp-:::rimental and real-world reSUlts, feed back the re
quired modi.l:ications and continue the program until the objectives have been attained. This pro
cess includes the following steps: 

1. Determine probab Ie caus e for the deficiencies in the program by checking for dis crepancies b e
tween speCified obj ectives and the results ob tained. 
2. Examine the entire program in order to pinpoint where the correction(s) can best be applied. 
3. After developing a specifiC plan for correction; implement the correction during the next sys
tem (or program) cyclr". 
4. Begin a new evaluation and continue the cycle until specified performance is attained. 

There is no reason to discontinue the evaluation as long as the program is in operation. No 
matter how dramatic and well- founded the results might be, the program needs to be checked for the 
flaws that time and the real world will inevitably produce. 

Nothing is sacred. Evaluation may prove the undoing of many promising alternatives or even 
the very objectives themselves. This is as it should be, but fickleness or faintheartedness is 
another thing. Having arrived at the objectives conscientiously and laboriously, we should not 
quickly toss them aside or modify them without clear and cogent encouragement from the evaluation 
process. 

! Cautionary ~ 

Use of the systems approach should include reliance on extra-r~tional qualitative factors 
that are not quantifiable, such as judgment, experience, and intuition. 

Despite the desire to arrive at decisions on the basis of quantified values, the use of extra
rational or qualitative criteria suffuse the systems approach by both accident and desiglt. Tech
niques which purport to quantify the respective merits of alternative approaches often are eagerly 
seized in the chimerical hope that decision making in complex environments can be Simplified into 
value- free, low-risk "sure things." But the danger of trying to boil down decisions to patterns of 
numbers is that attention may fixate on peripheral derivative factors that can be quantified; while 
the central causal issues, unreceptive to measurement, may be pushed too far into the background. 
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CHAPTER 3 TREATMENT ALTERNATIVES 

To a large extent the philosophy of delinquency causation determines the kind of treatment 
which will be used. Hethods of intervention consid('red ap~ropriate will vary with the perceived 
causes of delinquent behavior. There are a large number of theories about the causes of delinque
cy, some of which overlap with each other. However, they can be broadly classified by whether they 
indicate the cause of delinqucncy originates in sodety, withl.n the individual, or in the child's 
family or school. Of course, there are probably differcnt causes in different cases. Thus, a group 
treatment home relying on peer group pressure to bring about change would be most effective with 
clients whose delinquency appeared to fit a reference group theory and would be effectively adminis
tered and staffed by adults whose philosophy was consistent with that kind of treatment. 

Table 1 shows some of the more widely used kinds of delinquency treatment methods along with 
the theories of delinquency on which they are based. A rather wirl~ range of theoretical positions 
and treatment methods have been included. This is not meant to suggest that these are recommended 
either as good theories or good treatments. Certainly no one kind of treatment is appropriate for 
every juvenile delinquent. 

Schooling, skill training, or enhancement of employment: opportunities are treatment programs 
which assume that the delinquent behavior is the result of class status, in which case its purpose 
is to change that status; the result of frustrations from poor opportunities, in which case the 
treatment provides new opportunities; or that delinquency is directly the result of patterns of 
school failure. The treatment appears to be the same but the reasoning behind its application 
and the anticipated results are different. Similarly the use of parental substitute figures such 
as house parents in a group home may be predicated on the need for surrounding a delinquent 
child with different standards of behavior, the need for effective role models, or the need for 
someone to carefully monitor and control the child's behavior. In the case of. each kind of treat
ment a variety of settings are possible. Care should be taken not to confuse the setting with 
tile treatment and to make explicit in planning exactly what treatment method is to be used. 
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Table lb. THEORIES OF DELINQUENCY M.'D REIATED NETHODS OF TREATIlENT - nmIVIDUAL 

Delinquency Cause 
Individual Product 

1. Biological difference 

2. Character disorder 

3. Acquired self-concept 

4. Acquired habits 

'"' ~ 
m 
'-' 
5. Lack of control 

Treatment Philosophy 
1. Treatment to correct physical 

defect or to compensate for 
physical tendency. 

2. Psychiatry or similar treatment 
to correct psychogenic problem 
in development. 

3. Overcome child's feelings of 
''badness'' or worthlessness. 

4. Teach new responses. do not 
reward series of responses 
leading to delinquent acts. 

5. Develop social ties, system of 
limits, outer control system. 
Encourage development of inner 
strength. 

Treatment Nethods 
1. Depending on diagnosis: drugs, hor

monal therapy, compensatory teaching 
or training. Exercise opportunities 
for overly active delinquents. 

2. Psychotherapy 

3. Teach parent to value child-parental 
effectiveness training. Success ex
perience in learning situation--re
warded success. Planned or programmed 
training to assume responsibility 
and grow. 

4. Attack specific patterns of learned 
responses. Behavior modification 
methods such as token economy. Require 
restitution to victim. 

5. Prevention: spot children with poor 
controls early and give them greater 
system of control, more careful watch
ing. Treatment: tightly structured 
control and surveillance with gradual 
development of inner control. 

Table lc. THEORIES OF DELINQUENCY AND REIATED l'lETHODS OF TREATIlENT - FAl'IILY OR SCHOOL 

Delinquency Cause 
Family and/or School Product Treatment Philosophy 

1. ~al Role Nodel 

2. School preparation 

'I ' 'I ,- /-:t .1 

*, r l' 

I 1 
_l 

1. Needs appropriate role model; 
strong father figure; pattern 
to copy. 

2. Provide schooling which ful
fills child's needs. 

~' '1'1'11'1'1'1 " . 
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Treatment 1'1ethods 
1. Help parents to present better model 

(family counseling or training). Pro
vide substitute parent figure (proba
tion officer, counselor, teacher). 
Provides substitute parents. (Foster 
Care) • 

2. Educational opportunities other than 
standard academic, remedial schooling, 
vocational training, employment oppor
tunities, arrange schooling so that no 
child becomes chronic failure. 
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• II 
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CHAPTER 4 CRITERIA AND VARIABLES 

Section 1. Evaluation Criteria 

Goals of a program may begin by sounding grand and impot·tant but so vague as to defy measure
ment. Eventually program goals must be made specific, exactly defined, and from th('ll1 the obj t'C
tive, measurable criteria of success must be developed. It is all ver.v well to talk about "re~ 
habilitating delinquents" or the "prevention of delinquency" but before effectiveness can be de
termined it is necessary to make explicit exactly what is expected to change and how much it is 
expected to change. An appropriate criterion is some aspect of behavior \~hich can bE' observed, 
quantified, objectively measured, and compared to other groups or to the same group at an earlier 
time. 

The goals ()f the program in their largest sense relate to connnunity expectations of crime 
reduction. Criteria chosen at this point may be general population changes or changes in th£, in
dividual delinquent himself. In the eyes of the public the most desirable change a program ('val
uation could show would be a general change external to the program itself; that is, a reduction 
in the rate of delinquency. Strictly speaking, the rate of delinquency cannot he measured. \~hat 
can be measured is some level of recorded delinquency. Appropriate criteria might be a fJignHi
cant reduction in the number of connnitments, the number of adjudications, the number of petitions 
filed, the number of offenses known to the police, or the number of citizen complaints made. There 
are certain pitfalls in the use of each of these criteria, however. Evaluation desigm', based on 
external criteria involving a change in the rate of delinquent behavior in the population as a 
whole may be SuscF.!ptible to the effects of a great many outside influences in the cOllU'.lunity. Chang
es in public attitudes, law enforcement intensity, or court severity may change the recorded rates 
of complaints, arrests, and adjudications while having nothing to do with the prograrn being eval
uated. Reduction of recorded delinquency rates is the most attractive criterion from the point 
of view of the general public but such records are rather far removed from the actual program being 
evaluated and are unllkely to reflect changes brough'.: about by the program unless I:hose changes 
are very large. 

It may be necessary to avoid the problems involved in public records which reflect aspects of 
the connnunity beyond the experimental control of the evaluation staff. A COI1U11on alternative to 
using public records is to develop records to reflect change in the children involved in the pro
gram. The criterion in such a case is a specified amount of change in some measure of individual 
behavior over a given time or follOWing a given course of treatment. 'rhe most obvious choice of 
a criterion behavior is the number of delinquent acts connnitted. Public records of an individual's 
delinquent behavior are one source of data; howeve~ such records may be inaccurate or reflect the 
intensity of law enforcement more than delinquent behavior. One way of determining the extent to 
which a child is involved in delinquent behavior is to ask him directly. Carefully designed, stich 
self-report measures can be useful, but the necessity for following up people after they leavl' a 
program can be difficult and time consuming. A further difficulty in the use of the number of de
linquent acts as a criterion measure is the necessity for dealing not only with numbers of acts 
committed but with their relative severity. Complex methods for weighing criminal behavior are 
available but they require detailed information beyond what is usually recorded by police or courts. 

Recidivism is a cOI1IDlOnly used kind of criterion. Recidivism is uSllally int('rpreted to mean 
the reconnnitment of an individual, either to the same program or to some other program. It is 
measured by institution or court records. As a criterion, recidivism is somewhat inadequatl' unless 
efforts are made to follow-up individuals including those who leave the state, become involved in 
other programs, or otherwise get into further trouble but are not counted ll\ readily available 
statistics. Recidivism reports also r~f:er to some particular length of time and it is important 
that the span selected be realistic. Connnonly used time spans for recording recidivism are twelve, 
eighteen, twenty-four, or thirty-six months. Longer time spans are desirable for assessing the 
continuing impact of a program; however, with increasing time, follow-up becomes more difficult. 
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TABLE 2. POSSIBLE CRITERIA FOR EVALUATION OF PROGRAM EFFECTIVENESS 

CRITERIA 

Primary goals; community wide change: 

1. Number of commitments reduced by 
X amount 

2. Number of adjudications 
reduced by X amount 

3. Reduction of adjudications for 
a specific kind of offense 
by X amount 

4. Number of petitions filed or 
number of complaints police 
handle reduced by X amount 

5. Number of known offenses of 
~ a particular kind reduced by 
co X amount 
'-' 

Primary goals; change in target persons 
behavior: 

1. Reduction of X amount in number 
of delinquent acts committed. 

2. Recidivism 

CRITERIA 

3. Reduction of X amount of 
maladaptive behaviors in 
specified time period 

Primary goals; change in target 
persons attitudes: 

1. r~J.ividual has improved self
esteem by X amount over ran
domly selected control 

2. Improved attitude toward 
authority by X amount over 
randomly selected control ....... ..... 

\0 
'-' 
3. Improved knowledge of how to 

get along in community com
pared to randomly selected 
control or to pretest 

4. Basic needs being fulfilled 
in ways approved by society 
compared to randomly selected 
control 

Secondary goals; change within 
program: 

1. Success of school program 
Group achievement 

compared to control group 

2. Individual success or advance
ment compared to control group 
or to pretest 

hEASURED BY 

1. Comparison of records. over time: 
period must be long enough to 
overcome effect of seasonal 
flu~tuation 

2. Court records 

3. Court records 

4. Court records or police dept. 
records compared pre-program 
and post-program 

5. Police records 

1. Court records 
Police records 
Self-report 

2. Recommitment to same or other 
programs 

Institution records or court 
records 

Ii; , 

" 

MEASURED BY 

3. School attendance record 
Job record 
Parental report 
Self-report scales 
Comparison of treatment and 

control groups or of pretest 
and post test 

1. Questionnaires 
Standardized attitude assess
ment 

Opinion of qualified observers 

2. Questionnaries 
Standardized assessment measures 

3. Evidence on questionnaires or 
interviews of objective know
ledge about appropriate ways 
of handling needs without get
ting in trouble 

4. Self-report questionnaires 
covering subjeces satisfaction 
with the ways his needs are 
being met 

1. Standard achievement tests 
Grade records 
Grade placement 

2. Same as in 

PROBLEMS 

1. Significance of apparent change 
other factors which may create 
change 

2. Same as 4fol 

3. Same as if 1 
Reduction in one offense may be offset 

by increase in another 

4. Adequate records 
susceptible to other factors such as 

change in intensity of law enforcement 

5. Records reflect actual numbers inadequately 
Reduction in one area produces increase in 

another 
More vigorQus enf0rcement leads to apparent 

increase 

1. Accuracy of records 
Follow-up of individual; loss of information 

through residence change, etc. 
Handling of severity of offense dimension 

2. Appropriate time period 
Inclusion of other programs (such as adult 

facilities) 
Different kind of offense 

'II .. 
-~ • 

PROBLEMS 

3. Beha~iors to be measured must be very 
carefully defined 

Reporting techniques using schools, parenLD, 
etc. introduce bias es and 
inaccuracy 

Behaviors chosen may not be appropriate; 
i.e., does school attendance really relate 
to delinquency'? 

Experimental design difficult 

1. Measurement inaccurate 
Standarized tests may not be applicable 
Attitudes may not be related to behavior 
Experimental design difficult 

2. May not be related to changed behavior 
Compliance with force rather than real 

change 

3. Knowledge may not imply behavior 
Measurement devices largely unavailable 

or difficult to produce 
Experimental design difficult 

4. Accuracy Qf measurment 
Follow-up 
Experimental design difficult 
May not be related to real behavior 

1. }fay be unrelated to main goals of program 

2. Same as ifl 
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In using r(>cidivism as a eri terion, it i.6 again useful to weigh different severity levels. Pro~ 
bution or par"le vio'iation, for example, .ilay result in reconnnitment to a program Without neces~ 
sadly representing a return to criminal behavior and should probably not be handled in the data 
as recidivism . 

If delinquency is vielved as an end result of other maladaptive behavior~ one way or measur· 
ing success is to USe a chang!:' in the rate of such behaviors as a criterion for success. Thus, 
a given change in school attendance or employment or changed leisure time activities can be used 
as the specific criterion. A basic shortcoming of the use of such criteria is that the relation~ 
ship between the specific behavior and delinquency may not be as significant as has been assumed • 
Ideally, such a measure first requires thorough research to demonstrate its validity. Several 
such measures are available which have been so validated. Measures of behavior outside of insti
tutional settings are also difficult because of inaccurate reporting or inadequate records. 

The attitudes of those who have taken part in a program are even more difficult to relate 
directly to delinquent behavior. There are, however, a number of theories of delinquency which 
can be used for a basis to establish the relationship between such attitudes as self-esteem or 
acceptance of authority and delinquent behavior. Growing out of these theories, there are a 
number of rather Widely used tests and questionnaires. These measurement devices are often of 
questi.onable validity as predictors of behavior. 

Occasionally programs for delinquent children focus directly on improving a child's know
ledge of how to get along in society. Such a goal assumes that a child who has at his command 
acceptable means of staisfying his needs will not resort to delinquent behavior. The effective
ness of such programs can be measured either by obtaining objective evidence that the child has 
learned other ways of satisfying his needs or by evidence that his basic needs are being met in 
other ways. Here again, knowledge may be poorly related to actual behavior. The range of know
ledge and needs being measured may also be too narrow to be meaningful. 

The goals of a program in delinquency treatment or prevention relate to changes in the be
haviot' of those who have been through the program. However, on a more limited scale, it is often 
helpful to evaluate the efficacy of parts of a program, not as treatment of delinquency but as 
distinct elements of a program with their own goals. Thus, school, job training, or social skills 
may be measured by appropriate performance or achievement tests. In these instances, the criteria 
are related to a specific change in the level of knowledge or ability, and it is not necessary 
to make theoretical assumptions about the relationship of such criteria to delinquency. In the 
same way, specific behaviors which are maladaptive or disruptive within the program may become 
the targets for change. 

When part of a program consists of psychiatrically oriented treatment, appropriate criteria 
are specific personality changes measured by profeSSionally administered or evaluated psychologi
cal tests. Evidence of real personality change is very hard to produce although there are a 
number of indirect measures of such change used. 

Selection of appropriate criteria and measuring devices are only the first steps in plan
ning an evaluation. Selection of experimental design, selection of subject samples, and control 
of other variables are equally important to the overall research effort . 

Section 1. Operational Definitions of Variables 

To test the experimental hypotheses, the independent and dependetit variables should be oper
ationally defined at the practical level of observation. The activities or I!operations" that 
enable empirical observation - that actually spell out the procedures used to measure the varia
bles - should be identified during the program planning and design state. 

Operational definitions are essential in research evaluation. 
assign measurable meaning to variables by specifying the activities 
performed, bridge between the abstract and concrete, and supply the 
tions that are suitable for numerical categorization. 

These are deHnitions which 
or "operationsl! which, when 
necessary empirical condi-

To say that variables are measured is a misnomer. A more accurate description would be to 
say that the properties of variables are measured. And even this qualification misses the mark. 
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What is measuted are the indicators of the properties of the variables. I1rndicator ll is a convenient 
word for the activities identified by the operational definition as signaling the presence of the 
variable. For example, frequent combative behavior may indicate hostility; excessive perspiring 
may indicate anxiety. 

This descending level of specificity - variable to property to indicator - may better understood 
by citing the experience of the Los Angeles County Sheriff's Department with its recently completed 
3-year field experiment to scientifically meaSUre and evaluate the relationship between stress 
training of law enforcement officers and field petIOrmance. Figure 11 presents the primary data 
collection instrument used in this eXperiment and the way the broad concept, "field performance," 
was operationally defined. 

The concept was analyzed into eleven core properties such as leadership, communication, responsi.
bility, initiative. These properties were then operationally defined into indicators that could 
be empirically observed and measured. For example, responsibility was defined as; lIanswerable for 
his actions; application to duties; dependability in completing assignments." 

All definitions and rules are limited and cannot capture the richness and variety of reality. 
They are, nevertheless, indispensable to the research deSign, to communication, and to replication 
of the research. 
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CHAPTER 5 SCIENTIFIC METHOD AND RESEARCH 

Section 1: Introduction 

The fundamental system of thinking and action that permeates processes of effective program 
evaluation is the philosophy of inquiry, or the application of the scientific method to gUide ob~ 
servations, measurements, and evaluations of data. This philosophy pOSits the procedures and 
techniques of scientific research for gaining knOWledge. It also proposes a certain attitude -
the empiri.cal attitude that searches for and relies on obj ective factual observations and evidence. 

In addition to its empirical base, the scientific method is systemati.c. Conducted according 
to a comprehensive plan (the research design), it not only specifies what to observe, but looks 
for relationships, patterns, and order between observations. It also supplies the power of self~ 
correction via bui1t-in controls that help verify the reliability and vali.dity of the data attaine~ 
llControlll means the ability to isolate and assess the fluctuation of variables which are relevant 
to what is being observed. 

Research investigations are open, explicit, and reprodUCible while the assumptions, values, 
calculations, limitations, and conclusions are documented and susceptible to testing, criticism, 
and refutation. 

The Scientific Hethod ~ .! Philosophy for Program Evaluation 

Every administrator within the criminal justice system should possess a working knowledge of 
the philosophy of the scientific method and how this method can be ha-rnessed to enhance the pro
cess of program evaluation. Essentially, the scientific method requires the following: 

1. Reliance on facts. liFacts ll refers to events which may be directly observed and repllcatl:.d. 
("Evidence" could be substituted f01: "facts ".) 
2. Use of systems analysis in comprehending complex phenomena. Analysis involves division of a 
system or program into the specific procedures and operations for purposes of assessment, design, 
and redesign. 
3. Development of hypotheses to guide research. Hypotheses are careful explicit pr.edictions of 
outcomes that can be tested against observations. 
4. Depersonalization or freedom from bias and the subjectivity that characterizes common sense 
convictions. 
5. Objective meas\n:ement. Knowledge expands in large part through the development and refinement 
of instruments of measurement. 
6. Quantitative methods to treat data. The main concepts are operationally defined; that is, the 
activities performed to manipulate and measure a concept are specified in quantifiable terms. Ad
ditionally, the objective language of statistics is channeled to analyze, classify, and sumnlarize 
data. 

Research Proce~ and Principles 

Use of the scientific method as a philosophy and tool for program evaluation should be guided 
by the following sequence of research procedures. These procedures are constructed to insure col
lection and self-correction of data and to unify the data into objective conclusions. Although 
defined separately for clarity, some procedures overlap and often proceed simultaneously. These 
procedures are: 

1. Statement of the problem including some history about why resolution is important. Defining 
the problem in a way conducive to experimentation is as essential as searching for the solution. 
2. Review of the literature and previous experience to gather information about alternative 
strategies and solutions-~what has been accomplished? 
3. Development of hypotheses to guide the research and test results of the program. 
4. Selection of the setting, including time schedule, staff, and budget. 
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5. betermination of the research design or overall plan to collect and analyze the data. Care
ful planning is mandatory at this point so that observations and measurements actually address 
objectives and produce suitable feedback,6 
6. Selection of the population to be evaluated and the sample to participate in the experiment'. 
7. Identification of data to be collected plus design or selection of data collection instrnments: 
qUestionnaires, examinations, interviews, observations, 
8, Implementation of the experiment and collection of data according to the pt'esent deSign and 
time schedule. 
9. Statistical analysis and interpretation of results. 

10. Written report. 

constructed to provide objective data and conclusions about results of ongoing and proposed 
programs, evaluations may be said to equal research. And when g\.ided by the requirements attendant 
to the scientific method, evaluation produces feedback for more Lnowledgeab Ie allocation of re
sour.ces. 

Use of Experimentation ill Evaluation 2..f Proposed Programs 

Before installation of a proposed program, a research investigation should be conducted to 
determine the relationship of the proposed program's output to overall agency objectives and needs. 
The system to evaluate the program should be designed and tested concomitantly with the design and 
development of the program. 

Results of t:h~ i.nvestiga~ion. should identify significant program components such as inputs, 
processes, constra~nts and obJect~ves - what the program expects to produce in tenns of immediate 
and long-range goals. 

The research should evaluate the measures of effectiveness - quantitative and qualitative _ 
that can be monitored to appraise the direction and progress of the program toward the Cltated ob~ 
j ectives. 

DeciSions about the value of a program depend on the methodology and measurement of accomplish
~el1ts to distinguish program effects from effects of other forces interlacing the envirOnmf;l1t - to 
~solate what happened as a result of the program ftom what would have h~l:'pened anyway. 

PrinCiples of experimental research provide the basis for estimating the amount and direction 
of program effects. Experimentation empowers empirical tests of hypotheses in a manner that strives 
to e~clude or correct extraneous influences, thus clearing the way for reasonab Ie inferences con
cern~ng factors of significance. In basic outline, experimentation does the follo~ving: 

1. ,Exposes an experimental group to the experimental treatment program which is the independent 
vanable symbolized as X. An €!xample of X might be stress training for la~., enforcement officers. 
2. Does not expose the control group to the independent variable. 
3. Compares. both gr0';lps on the dependent variable, symbolized as y, In keeping with the above 
example, Y m~ght be held performance. In this example, the purpose of the experiment would be to 
evaluate the effect of stress training on field performance. 

Through the u~e of quantitative and qualitative criteria, measurements of effectiveness, and 
methods of statist~cal analYSiS, research experimentation compares outcomes for the control and 
experimental grou?s that were randomly selected from a common population, Random selection means 
that each.person ~n the po?ulation experienced an equal opportunity to be selected for either group. 
The exper~mental program (~ndependent variable) is applied to the experimental group and withheld 
from the control group. Because stlbjects were assigned at random (or matched on relevant traits, 
then randoml~ assigned), the groups may be considered comparable and observed differences credited 
to the exper~mental program. 

. A primary concern of experimentation is to seek out possible causal relationships between sig
n~ficant v~riables. These relations are made to surface by subjecting the data to statistical 
tests of s~gnificance. From the findings, the administrator may infer with known degrees of confi~ 
dence how X affects Y. For example, he will be able to estimate wheter X and Y vary together in 
some correlated fashion; or wheter X caUSes or leads to Y; and, if so, wi.th what fre~uency. 

6 Feedback refers to the total information process through which primary and secondary effects of 
organization actions are fed back to the organization and compared with deSired performance. 
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This desct'iptlon of experimentation, popularly considered as the sCi<>utific method, contains 
these core components: dependent variable, independent variable, careful ignoring of irrelevant 
variables; and careful control of other relevant variables. When properly conducted, it leads to 
the "if-thenl! statement (8<>e figure 3); that is, if this is the case, then that will happen. If 
frustration, then aggression. The ~ part of the statement houses the dependent variable whose 
effects are dependent upon how the investigator manipulates the if (independent) variable. 

Experimentation ~ Planned Variations in the Evaluation 
~ Ongoing Programs 

To evaluate the effectiveness of ongoing programs, a representative sample of the program 
should be periodically subjected to a systematic in"€!stigation. 

The purpOSe of these itwestigations should be to measure the degree of convergence between 
expected and actual outcomes, plus the relationship between program outcomes and agency objectives. 
Additionally, the investigation should evaluate effects of program ct'iteria, characteristics, 
strategies, and structure for their contribution to objectives. Using representative samples, 
planned variations shOUld be introduced into the program structure and routine procedures. Results 
should be evaluated for their power and utility to promote program and agency objectives. 

Interweaving all stages of periodic evaluations and planned Variations should run the search 
for. more productive alternatives and more meaningful and refined measures of effectiveness. 

Section ~ !hg Research Design 

Experimentation presents various types of research methods and structures to introduce planned 
variations iuto ongoing programs, or to provide data to evaluate proposeu programs against agency 
goals. By expet'imenting with planned variations, the administrator may illuminate and improve 
causal interactions between input, processes, and output of proposed or ongoing pt'ograms before 
full installation or change over. The extent and thoroughness of the effort depend on the selected 
research design. 

Research design is the blueprint or plan for conducting the experiment and for collecting, 
measuring, and analyzing the data. It documents the procedUres that will be followed to furnish 
results as economically, validly, objectively, and accurately as possible. Toward this end, it 
shows what problems will be addressed, what questions will be answered (with what deg'ree of con
fidence), and what controls will be used to minimize extraneous influences. 

Forcing decisions of crucial choices, the design poses such questions as: Through what media 
will data be collected - questionnaires, interviews, survey of records, observations? ,",ould an 
intensive study of a small sample be more useful than that of a larger group? How can variables 
be quantified? How controlled should condition!>' be? By working th'rough the deSign in the be
ginning, by moving from problem definition through the research design, implications of goals are 
highlighted, achieving a more focused approach tQ specific procedures. 

S~lecting ~ Appropriate Research Design 

Whenever pOSSible, evaluation of proposed and ongoing programs should employ research designs 
supported by scientific criteria. Design possibilities shouLd be carefully analyzed and fitted to 
the needs and resources of the organization, Major considerations dictating type of design select
ed should include: 

1. Type of evaluation deSired; 
2. Existence of applicable methoo~logy; 
3. Time and money available; 
4. Qualified personnel; 
5. Availability and accessibility of suitable comparison groups; 
6. Ability to collect required data; 
7. Perceptions of the administrator of how best to attain and measure the data. 

Delineations of criteria for research designs abound in treatises On social science investi-
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gations. Among the more feasible sU\lllllades is that of Harry Shulman (1962)9 who suggests five 
g~neral criteria: 

1. Explicit statements of the underlying assumptions of processes to be studied including anti
cipated changes. 
2. Formation or hypotheses. 
3. Control ovo.!:' condit:ions of observation. 
4. Analysis of the significance of findings in terms of statistical measures of reliability and 
validity. 
5. Clear conclusions about relations between results, hypotheses, and limitations affecting these 
relations. 

The strength or power of a design depends on the degree to which it eliminates threats to 
valid inferences from the data. 

The IIs trongest ll are the true experiments that irtc1ude the essential basis for valid inference: 
random selection of subj ects. This automatically rules 01lt extraneous "explanations" of the effects 
of a given treatment. 

Heak designs include nonexperiments that are vulnerable to problems ~ttending absence of con
trol groups and randomization. Quasi-or compromise designs are stronger; but without random se
lection, equivalence between eXperimental and control groups cannot be assured. 

Conducting an experiment of scientific standing demands more than staff and economic re
sources, important as they a,e. An equal consideration addresses the possibility of manipulating 
and measuring the central variables that network the program being evaluated. Some variables are 
susceptib Ie to measurement, others are not:. Variables like reinforcement, training and educational 
methods, disciplinary practices, and working environment usually pose fe~'l problems. Neasuring 
others like leadership, motivation, and values spotlights a continuing research dilemma that is 
often dodged by packaging the ,~hole affective domain in one catchall category entitled "fog
factors ll or lIimponderab les. 11 

In sum, the multiplicity and complexity of evaluation suggests the need for a "situational" 
approach - one that matches the research design to the problem, resources, purpose, and constraints 
impinging on the instant evaluation process. 

~ Experimental Design 

Under ideal, optimum, or favorable conditions the true experimental design should be applied. 
Conditions should include these controls: a) pretest/post test measurement of dependent variable; 
b) experimental group-control group; c) randomized assignment of subjects; and d) random assign
ment of treatment to the experimental and control groups. The true experiment as pictured in Fig
ure 4 achieves the most strenuous approach for evaluating program accomplishments. Conducted under 
ctlrefully controlled conditions, this experiment manifests the ideal of science because it conveys 
the greatest confidence about observed relations. 

The test of whether the difference (D) between groups is attributable to the program treat
ment rests on whether Dl is significantly larger than D2 when examined by tests of statistical 
analysis with the level of signific&nce decided during the planning stage. A va.1:ia.tion on the 
true experiment matches subjects on important personal traits and then randomly assigns them to the 
two groups, with the treatment also randomly decided between groups. 

Compromise !:!.E Quasi-Research Designs 

In situations where the true experiment is deemed possible with the exception of the random
ization of subjects, the compromise or quasi-design should be used. 

9 Harry H. Shulman, Juvenile Delinquency in American Society (New York: Harper, 1961), p, 760. 
Quoted in E. K. Nelson "Perennial Problems in Criminological Research." Crime and Delinquency 
XVII, No. 1 (1971) p. 30. 
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FIGURE 3. SINGLE VARIABLE EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN 

Independent Dependent 
(if) ___________ ,. (then) 

variable variable 

FIGURE 4. TRUE EXPERIMENT-EXPERIMENTAL GROUP/CONTROL GROUP 
WITH RANDOMIZED ASSIGNMENTS 
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FIGURE 5. COMPROMISE OR QUASI-EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN 
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'1'he weakn(>ss of nonequivalence between groups resulting from the absence of random selection 
and assignment should he recognized. (The whole structure of probabilistic·st:atist:ical reasoning 
depends on this fundamental control). 

Investigators s~ould also recognize that difficulties attendant to randomization require 
frequent resort to tl1<'~ compromise design. To partially offset the 1:/.mitations of no randomization, 
investigators should nlndomize assignment of treatments and plug in other checks to upgrade equiva
lence. ElCamples: a) sel~ct samples from the same population or use samples as similar as possible; 
b) confirm similar distribution in porsonal traits by matching of such things as age, race, educa
tion. marital status; and c) compare means and standard deviations on pretest measurements. 

A commonly used d~sign is the experimental group - control group pattern with no randomization; 
thus, there is no assurance of equivalence between groups (See figure .5). 

Despite precautions to increase equivalence by various means, the compromise design manifests 
problems, all of which fall under the primary difficulty called selection. Il'ldeed, the reason 
for random selection and assignment is to avoid the probl\;!m of "self-selection", that is, where 
subjects are selected into groups for reasons extraneous to the research purpose. 'ro illustrate: 
assume that volunteers are selected for a pilot program to reduce recidivism, and other inmates 
are used ~s the control group. If the volunteers differ in traits allied to the dependent variable, 
the difference in l.·esults between the two groups may originate with this trait rather than the pro
gram treatulent. Conversely, 'if all subjects are randomly selected and aSSigned, the selection 
dilemma dis~ppears, 

Nonexperimental DeSigns 

Under most citcumstances, nonexperimental designs. like the one-shot case study or the one
group, pretest/post test, should ~ be used to evaluate programs. 

l.]ith the absence of scientific standards like randomization, experimental and control groups, 
and pretesting of responses, nonelCperilnents reflect no credibility and their results should be 
vict'led with restraint and corroborated by additional sources of information. 

Organizational conditions and shortcomings that require use of nonexperiments should be cor~ 
r(>cted and more scientific experiments employed for program evaluation (e.g. the true elCperiment 
or the quasi-elCperiment). 

Nonexperiments, also called preexperimental deSigns, display two typical types: one-sllOt 
case study; and the one-group, pretest/post-test design. 

In the one-shot case study (See Figu' e 6) there is no baseline - no premeasurement of the 
dependent variable. Data in the pretest cell is supplied ex post facto by conjecture and imagina
tion. Without pretesting, scientifiC assessment of effects of the program/treatment is impOssible. 

Absence of a control group for comparison purposes negates scientific standing in the one
group, pretest/post-test (See Fi~tre 7). To illustrate this design's weakness, consider the case 
of "evaluatingll effects of a new academic program (independent variable) on standardized test 
scores (dependent variable). With Figure 6 there is no cont~ol or comparison group by which to 
affirm that test improvement appeared because of the new program and would not have happened any
way. 

Time-Series Designs 

Time-series designs should be used When major changes are expected to Occur over time; for 
example, policy interventions, development of individuals or treatment results. 

Longitudinal studies afforded by these deSigns should be considered as particularly suitable 
for sampling and evaluating effects of planned variations in ongoing programs. 

Time.series experiments tend toward instability and changes may be erroneously credited to 
the independent variable. Statistical analYSis of data also presents speCial problems and the 
usual tests of significance may yield spurious results. Thus I when dealing ,,,!th data collected 
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FIGURE 6. ONE-SHOT CASE STUDY ("AFTER ONLY" MEASUREMENT) 
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FIGURE 7. ONE-GROUP, PRE'l'1i:St/POST TEST DESIGN 
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OVer time, investigators should identify and monitor the uncontrollable variables that int1uence 
the data; fo'l: example, maturation, social forces, economic shifts. Results from analysis of tlme
series data should be carefully reviewed before e. "significant" interpretation is attached; es~ 
pecially when the results agree \Y'ith the hypotheses. 

The time-series design is exemplified by Figure 8 \Y'here the sYlllbol Y Signifies the dependent 
variable being measured and X the program treatment or independent variable. 

Time-series designs alleviate the problem of separating reactive effects induced by pretest 
measurements from those induced by the program treatment. 

Reactive effect speaks to increased subject sensitization to the problem because of the pre
test. Just; measuritlg subjects can change their responses, posing the need to sift out of post 
test data those effects produced by the treatment from those produced by the pretest. This proh lem 
can become acttte when measuring responses to controversial issues, Suitable deSigns are available 
using different but Similarly conslcructed samples for each test with the treatment applied to just 
thp post test group. 

If a reactive effect prevailed in the Figure 7 design, it should surface at Y2' This measure 
can be compared \~ith mtlllSurements taken at Y3 . If an increase appears at Y3 over the increase 
noted at YZ' it can reasonably be credited to X, the treatment. 

Take a hypothetical example using a probation department. Suppose an administrator starts a 
n(~w policy to improve morale. Before activating the policy, he measures morale IY'ith anonymous 
q\H>stio~naires on two occasions three months apart, Y and Y

2
• He then starts the new policy. 

Horale 1.S measured on two subsequent occasions, Y3 anJ Y4. Assume that results shO\'1' the trend 
graphed in Figure 9. 

According to the graph, X affected morale over and above the effect of time. Horale was in
creasing before X, but it rose sharply afterwards. The only problem: Did something else happen 
between Y2 an? Y3 to cause the rise in morale? Was morale imprOVing to some degree by the mere 
act of mcasunng it? This is the perennial question of time-series designs '~hen control groups 
ar(? not used. Data can be confounded by many other influences. 

Variations on the time~series design include adding more observations, using one or more 
control groups, or adding more XIS, more experimental interventions. 

FIGURE 9. PRETEST/POST TEST TIME-SERIES ANALYSIS OF DATA COLLEGrED AT 
3-NONTII IN'rERVAT.S 
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Section 3. Heasurement 
r.evels of Measurement 

Data can be used in many forms) but in experimentation it is reduced to 11umbers so that the 
mass of observations can be analyzed and evaluated. The '!:Ules selected to assign mnub£>rs to obser
vations are the criteria that define the level of measurement, the tt\\n\erical scale employed in the 
experiment, and the statistical operations used to analyze the data. 

The four levels of measurement in their ascending order of powl~r are the nominal, ordinal, in
terval, and rati.o scales. The higher the level, the more information there is about the phenomen
on. For this reason, investigators should strive to use th(! highest possible l£:'vel of meaSUlcement 
in a given situation. 

Administrators shOUld possess a working knowledge .of the prope't'ties and uses of the four lev
els of measurement. Briefly, they are: 

a. The nominal or cltlssificatoty scale refers to the simplest level where numbers are used t J dis
tinguish persons or traits. Example: male~female; married-single. Th(> essence of this scale is 
clasRification. There is no numerical value attached to the number and they do not represent a 
value .or amount of anything. Nomin!ll measurements res t on two rules: All members l·f a st't are 
assigned che same number; and each set has a different number. 

b. The ordinal scale sh.ould be used when the observations can be related ~nd rank-~rdered into 
possessing "greater than" or "less than" amounts of the attibute uuder st'..ldy, Th'!.s scale dis tin
Fiuishes one object from another and also tells whethLr the object contait.ls m"lre or less of the 
trait than other objects in the set. The scale provides no informati,-,.-_ .:m the am.ount of difference 
between objects. It also possesses no absolute quantities, nor equal ~ntervals between the numbers. 
For example, because the numbers are equally spaced on the scale does not mean that t:he ul"derlying 
properties they represent are equally spaced also. R&dical diHerences in cnrrespondence l1\8y g.o 
undetected. The .ordinal scale possesses no true zero point) S.o there is no way to detect when the 
object contains none of the property . 

C. Interval scale refers to a level of measurement that shOUld be used when the distance between 
any two numbers is equal and of known size. This scale possesses all characteristics of the nomi
nal and ordinal scales plus numerically equal distances. This means that equnl distancl's on the 
scale depict equal distances in what is being measured. 

d. The ratio scale is the most s~phisticated level and one rarely attained by social research, It 
possesses all properties of the other scales plus absolute zero at its point of origin. This ad
dition enables application of all arithmetic operations to data. 

This scale is used for physical meas~t1=ements such as length, time; and weight. HUh itd ab
solute zero, statements of ratios are meaningful; for example, a 6"inch time line is twice as long 
as a 3-inch line. 

Some form of a ratio scale should be used when the investigator needs to stntC' relntionsHps 
between variables as products; for e~ample, 8n indiVidual's preference for a given event equals 
the product of its utility to him and his expectation of it happening. 

In the process of program evaluation, much time is devoted to observing. Observations supply 
the raw material by which to test the hypotheses. The first step in reducirtg the mass of data into 
a format understandable by the human mind is to redefine the observations into a numerical form 
that can be handled statistically. This is done by the meas\\rement method; and the degree of in~ 
formation achieved is dependent on the level of measu'temcnt utilized. 

Properties of the four levels a;:e surmnarized by Figure 10. Each ascending level contains pro~ 
perties of the lower levels, and the higher the level, the more information is available. 
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FIGURE 10. PROPERTIES OF THE FOUR LEVELS OF 'l-'lEASUREMENT. 

~ Properties 

Nominal ..........•... , ......•...•......... Classification 
Ordinal .•...•....•. , ....•....•. , ....•..•.. Classification + order 
Interval •...••.•••...•.••...••••...•••..... Classification + order + 

equal units 
Ratio •• , ...•••..••..•.....•.....••..••..... Classification + order + 

equal units + absolute zero 

Stegs 1£ the Measurement Process 

Any measurement process should include at least these steps: 

1, Determine the objective, the purpose of the program. Without clear objectives, it is impossi
ble to set standards to evaluate performance. 
2, Decide relevant factors. These are easy to define when dealing with physical systems; not so 
1'1ith social systems where evaluation routinely proceeds with limited information. 
3. Select key indicators of factors; indicators which are quantificable or in some way translat
able to numerical ratings. 
4. Select or construct a) the measuring mil:thod and b) measuring unit. For example, in measuring 
police field performance; the measuring method might include completi.on of a five-point ordinal
scaled questionnaire by supervisors of certain officers selected for evaluation for a preset time. 

The measuring unit is the quantity or amount of· the concerned conc·ept contained ::n the obser
vation. This unit is usually fixed arbitrarily and standardized for all observations. In the ex
ample of field performance after establishing a standard unit the investigator would estimate how 
many units of, say, "initiative" were "expressed" by each subject. 

5. Apply the measuring unit to the concept to be measured according to the preset rules of corres
pondence. This step starts the main action of measurement in that it translates the observation 
to a number (the number of Units). 
6. Examine the data with appropriate methods of statistical analysis. 
7. Evaluate effectiveness of the measurement process by assessing its contributions to the pro
gram's objectives. 

Measurement prescribes certain processes involving an observer, an observation, and some form 
of measuring instrument, the combination of which produces a number (the measure) that stands for 
the observation. The overall proces~ follows certain reqUirements decided initially and set forth 
in the research design. 

Validity and Reliability 

Data collection instruments used to define aud measure the experimental variab les should be 
selected or constructed to include all relevant factors pertaining to the variables. 

The instruments should also be checked for the reliability, consistency, and dependability of 
their findings. 

A central demand of the m~asurement process is the need ~o confirm the validity and reliabili
ty of the data. If these core criteria are unknown, little faith can attend results or conclusions. 
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Validity asks the question: Are we measuring what we think we are,? Have we included the 
important properties in our measurements? Do our instruments satisfactorily get at the conceptj 
that is, do they actually measure what they purport to measure. In the example of field perform· 
ance, inclusion of such properties as mathematical or mechanical aptitude might be invalid in its 
operational definition. 

Reliability deals with consistency and dependability of the measurement instrument. It asks 
the question: If the same phenomena were measured again and again with the same instrument, would 
the same or similar results be obtained? 

Many factors influence measures: scoring errors, fatigue or emotional set, time, unclear ques
tions, etc. The difference affected by these factors with successive administrations determines 
the reliability of the instrument. 

Sampling Procedures 

1. A sample is a smaller representation of a large whole. Sampling selects a portion of a cer
tain population and treats it as representative of the population. Scientific sampling procedures 
focus on three primary criteria: 

a. In defining the population from which to select the sample the evaluator should be guided by 
the purpose of the research and the relationships set forth in the experimental hypotheses. 
b. The sample should be as large as possible. A general rule of thumb: the larger the sample, 
the better the representation, the more valid the results. 
c. The sample should be representative of the large population. More specUically, it should re
present, within known limits, the major characteristics of the exp(':rimental population. lVhenever 
possible, the sample should be randomly selected. Only then will bias be controlled and represen
tativeness assured. 

2. The basis for deciding the sampling procedure should be to minimize the monetary costs and the 
cost of erroneous analysis of data that may accompany its use (bias and nonlikeness). 

Program evaluators should possess a working knowledge of the three connnon sampling procedures: 
random, stratified, and purposive, defined as follows: 

a. A random sample is one selected in such a way that every member enjoys an equal chance of being 
included and each selection is independent of any other selection. This procedure usually assigns 
a number to every member of the population from a table of random numbers. ("Nember means any unit 
of research such as families, organizations, newspaper pages, time periods, indiViduals, and ob
jects). The sample is then selected by taking numbers in succession from the table until attaining 
a preset size. A practical variation of partial randomness especially suited to card files and 
case studies is the systematic sample. This sample takes every nth item in the file, beginning with 
a randomly selected first card. 
b. Stratified sampling is used when some segments of the popl.l1ation are known to be more homogene
ous than others. This method identifies substrata of the sample containing the reqUired character
istics and then randomly selects a certain percent from each strata. Examples of strata: age, re
ligion, reSidence, ethnic background, and education. 
c. Purposive sampling. When practicality precludes random sllmp~ing, a hand-picked sample is often 
substituted. Results apply to just the sample and should not be generalized to any population. 
Sampling errors and bias cannot be computed so this method should be used only when other methods 
are impossible. 

Section!±. Analysis.£E ~ 

Statistics. Before data is collected, it should be decided on the basis of the design used, 
t.;rhich statistical analyses are to be used on the da,>"', Each type of statistic is limited by cer
tain assumpti.ons regarding the data which is analyzed. For example, analyses by t-tests or analy
ses of variance require random selection of the samples and interval or ratio data as opposed to 
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r~nkings (ordinal) or categorjlcal (nominal) data. If the sampling is truly random, there shouldn't 
be any problems with another assumption that the data fall into a noonal distribution. Data which 
involved classifying or ranking research subjects is limited in the types of statistics that can 
be used to analyze the data. Consequently, it is worthwhile to plan the entire research design in 
advance for several important reasons: 

1) The assumptions of statistical inference are valid only for research for which the hypotheses 
is stated in advance. 
2) It can be determined in adva\'lce whether the types of data availab Ie are ab Ie to provide the 
infoonation desired. 
3) Mistakes in design or analYSis, etc, are less likely to occur. 

Hypotheses are almost always stated in terms of a difference between 2 or more groups (one 
never predicts that two groups will be the same, since such a statement cannot be supported by 
statistical inference). If a t-test produces a result which is significant at the .05 level (writ
ten p < .05), that result means that only five times out of 100 could a difference between groups 
as large as that occur by chance. There is no guarantee that the difference between means is not 
in fact due to chance, although the probability is low. The .05 level of probability has been 
arbitrarily selected by most scientific researchers as the minimum cut-off point for "significance" 
of findings. Anything short of that, ie. p <.10, is not referred to as significant, although there 
is no magical transfoonation which occurs at the .05 probability level. It is merely a convention, 
Additional confidence in results can be gained by findings by oneself or other researchers which 
support the results obtained, ego Several researchers evaluating probation programs found that ef
fectiveness decreased as probation officer caseloads decreased. 

Table 3 shows what types of statistics are most appropriate for standard experimental and non
experimental designs. 
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CHAPTER 6 BEYOND PROGRAM EVALUATION TO AGENCY ACCOUNTABII.I'l'Y 

This repor!;. has stressed the "mechanics" of the evaluation process. It is evident, however, 
that this is not enough ; that there must be an individual as well as agency commitment to verifi
able information, a disregard for mere assumptions, an insistence on measurement, a concern for a
wareness. Without these ~omnlitments, systems diagram~ and formulas are inevitably relegated to 
mental and verbal gymnastics. 

The emphasis on program evaluation underlines the need for an agency to be true to itself, ac
countable to itself. But this does not suppress or obviate the equal demand that an agency be ac
countable to others - to those who make the agency necessary as well as those who make it prosper, 
Obligation and often survival dictate that an agency justify its actions to society. 

Thus, if this appendix were to be successful in assisting an agency to closely scrutinize its 
own activities, it would mark a beginning as well as an end, a means as well as a goal. For the 
next higher step would be for that same agency to open itself to the scrutiny of others, to the 
proper authority, to the government, to the people. 

Is this being done already? Perhaps. It is suggested here, however, that agency account
ability faces vicissitudes equal to or superior to those creating program evaluation. 

Accountability is a holy word in public administration literature. The rhetoric is heavy and 
unmitigating. But responsibility for our own acts - being held to what ,~e were committed to, e
lected to, appointed for - gives us the idea, and it does not take a soothsayer to tell us that 
the era of accountability for public agencies is hard upon us. The agency that sees this, sees the 
obvious. The agency that sees this and acts positively is still rare, and yet the pressut:es at:e 
vast. Local governments harassed by shrinking funds and the demands of growth are becoming weary 
of the cries of "wolfl! that numerous agency heads substitute for assessment and justification of 
need. In addition, government and private agencies involved in grant funding are becoming more and 
more insistent that definable results emanate from the dispensation of funds. The past 3 or 4 years 
have spawned the expenditure of millions of dollars of criminal justice grant funds. Yet there is 
little valid informatiQn as to whether or not anything was accomplished by such expenditures. But 
perhaps most convincing of all is the attitude of the public - its insistence on learning the facts, 
its unwillingness to continue to accommodate mediocrity. There is no doubt, we will be held ac
countable, 

As for solutions, there is no resource in sorcery nor does there have to be. If the typical 
police agency could objectvely evaluate its current attitude, it would readily see that signifi
cant improvement would not demand the immediate recruitment of magicians. To go before the heads 
of government and request ten, a hundred,or a thousand additional men to combat crime, returning 
each year to demand more men to fight more crime, constantly blaming the increases on public apathy 
and the collapse of the puritan ethic, does not sound convinCing as the apex of any agency's effort 
to meet its responsibility or to account for it. 

Nor is it conVincing. If there is any wizardry in meeting the demands of accountability, it 
lies in the nonoccult devices of hard work. 

What is your agency's reason for living? What is it going to do? How close is the agency to 
the completion of this or that objective? Why did your agency choose this objective? What is the 
cost vs. value? Where is the proof? These are the interrogations of accountability. Each agency 
must provide its own answers in its own way. 

There are general guidelines, of course ( and many tools and systems discussed in this appendix 
can be adapted to agency accountability), 
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Basically they consist of concepts similar to these: 

1. Specific plans and the articulation and publication of those plans; 
2. Analysis of the pros and cons of specific programs; 
3. Analysis of cost vs. benefits; 
4. Regular progress reporting; 
5. Inclusion of funding agency into the planning process; 
6. Budgeting for results not items; 
7. Managing and staffing for effectiveness not "order"; and 
8. Insistence by the funding agency to hold the funded agency accountable. 

The remarks regarding magic solutions, however, were not spurious. Administrators and staffs 
must be aware of the black arts of the "in" term, the Ilname" system and the lIone ll way. 

Such soundings as systems analysis, program evaluation review technique (PERT) and management 
information systems are often lauded, more frequently exaggerated, as organizational panaceas. 
Often the complexity of their structure tends to devalue their basic assets in order, creativity, 
planning, and a satisfied intellectual curiosity. The danger is that they evolve as organizational 
traditions rather than organizational tools. Far better to consider them as the emblems of both 
the simplicity and the complexity of the organizational process. 
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APPENDIX A 

Information sources on treatment programs: A bibliography 

In the preliminary steps of planning, a community is aware only that it has 
a juvenile problem and that the presently available resources provide too few al
ternatives for treatment. Deciding what kind of program is desirable and feasible 
is much harder. One approach to this problem is to become acquainted with some of 
the programs others have tried in similar circumstances. The annotated bibliogra
phy is intended as a source from which knowledge about a variety of programs can 
be obtained. The bibliography is not exhaustive; there are hundreds of other pro
grams and sources which would also be applicable. Neither are the programs included 
intended to represent ideal programs. The sources do, however, offer information 
on a variety of kinds of programs and the problems they have faced. The bibliogra
phy includes sources on prevention programs, institutions ranging from foster homes 
to training school settings, probation-based programs, and community services using 
auxiliary community resources . 
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Section I: 

Section II: 

Section III: 

Section IV: 

RESOURCE INDEX 

Prevention 

A. Work-programs 
B. Police programs 
C. Family counseling 
D. Schools 
E. Community action programs 

Institutions 

A. Training schools 
B. Foster care 
c. Camps 
D. Short term 
E. Dete:Jtion 
F. Group homes 
G. Non-residential 

Probation 

A. Intensive 
'B. School 
C. Paraprofessional volunteers 
D. Family counseling 

Community Services 

A. Volunteer organization 
B. Training 
C. Consultation 
D. Planning 
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1:. PREVENTION 

A. Work programs 

Kansas City, Missouri, Work-Study Program. Youth Employment Programs in Perspective, Washington, 
D. C. Office of Juvenile Delinquency and Youth Developm€:nt, U.S. Dept. of Health, Education, and 
He1fa.re, 1965. 

Three stage program beginning in 8th grade when boys lIvulnerab1ell to deli.nquency are identi
fied by teachers a11d a socio-metric instrument. First year boys spend half-day in school, half
day in Ilsocially useful workll around school (no pay). Lays are graded on work as well as classes. 
Stage two (usually 2nd year) boys work half-days away from school in service jobs for subminimum 
wages. If B. boy wishes to leave school at this stag(~, school counselors will help him do so or 
he may elect to go into regular school program. Stage three boys leave school for full- time job 
while schoohyo-rk~counselor continues to maintain contact and help if boys leave jobs or wish to 
acquire ones. 

B. Police prog-rams 

Pu-rsuit, Dan G.; Ger1etti, John D.; Brown, Robert M.; Ward, Steven M. Police Programs for~
venthg Crime ~ Delinquency. Springfield, Illinois, Charles C. Thomas, 1972. 490 p. $10.75. 

Selected prog-rams are described. Sections i'nc1ude: Role of Law Enforcement in Prevention; 
COlmnunity Relations; Prevention Programs for Specific Offenses; Educational and School Related 
Programs; Recreational Programs; Technological Plcograms; Funding; Requirements. 

Cain, Thomas J.; Police Department, Pleasant Hill, California. Youth Services: A Police Alter
native to the Juvenile Justice Systetn. Part 2. Law and Order, 21 (1): 20-23, 33, 1973. 

A program staffed by police office-rs (including female community ai-des) L which each officer 
is responsible for eight schools and spends ten to twenty hours per week becoming personally ac
quainted with students and staff. He provides se-rvice to alleviate problems before they begin. 
He also includes individual and g-roup counseling. Children who might otherwise be cited to p-ro
bation have been diverted. He improves rappo-rt between police and young people. 

Morrison, June. University of Arizona, Tucson, Arizona. The Controversial Police - School Liaison 
Programs ,Police 13(2): 60-64, 1968. 

Flint, Nichigan program for police-school liaison efforts. Non-uniformed counselo-r assigned 
to a junior or senior high school; concerned with behavior problems a-round the school area. Pre
limina-ry results show a decrease in juvenile offenses. 

Wattenberg, Wm. and Bufe, Noel. The Effectiveness of Police Youth Bureau Officers. Journal.£E 
Criminal~, Criminology, ~ Police §.~. 54 (4), Decembe3:. 1963, pg. 470-475. 

Detroit Police Department. Dete-rmined fo-r each officer what propo-rtion of boys for whom he 
was the first Youth Bureau contact became -repeaters. Effectiveness defined as having a high pro
portion of non-repeaters. Comparisons confined to s:l.ngle precinct to reduce effects of rate vari
ation in diffe-rent neighborhoods. Qualities noted by supervisors used to fonn a record of each 
office-r. From these a profi.le of an effective officer was drawn to aid in the selection of future 
Juvenile OfficeX's. Most important result of study: evidence indicating the highly influenteial 
nature of first police contact on futu-re delinquency. 

C. Family Counselin.~ 

TeffestelleX', Ruth. Delinquency Prevention through Revitalizing Pa-rent-Chilcl Relations. The Annals 
of the American Academy of Political and Social Science, 322 (Narch, 1959), 69-78. 

Desc-ribes settlement house workers' attempts to redirect the gang type behavior of preadoles
cent (age 8-13) children by wo-rking with parents. Parents were led into groups and encouraged to 
support each other in developing a community which does not suppo-rt gang delinquency. 
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Family: Counselin!~ {cont.) 

Meeks, T.nn. 1605 East1akt, AVE'l1u(~, Los Angeles, California 90033. Project ~ary: Family:~
mcnt in .Juvenile I-lalls. California Youth Authority; L.A. County Probation Department. 
-- Short-ter.m family treatment for children who have been detained by the juvenile court and are 
a1-miting placement. Pamilies corne to special living units for short, intensive treatment focusing 
on parent-child communicatiol1 system. 

D. Schools 

Scheier, I. Boulder COl1nty Juvenile Court, Boulder, Co. Volunteer Tutors in ~ Probation 
Pr.ograms. 1968. 71 p. 

I-fanual wi th guidelines for development of tutoring programs for juvenile probationers. Vo1un
te-e-rs hope to reVerse life-long trends of chronic undm:,-achievers. Includes administration, quali
fications, training, recruitmcmt, mEthods, facilities. 

E. Community action z£ograms 

Vaughan, Marion B. Flint, Nichigan, Everybody Gets into thf' Act. American Journal of Corre-ction. 
32 (2): 6-8, 10-11, 1970. 

Community-school philosophy based on keeping schools open day and evening, 6 days a ty~ek all 
year. i-rograms include regional counseling teams in the Junior High School; positive action pro
gram for boys on probation; rehabilitation including education~ therapy, counseling; vocational 
guidance; police-cadet program; and community service officers for high school students. 

Ikeda, Tsuguo. Seattle Atlantic Street Center, 2103 South Atlantic Street, Seattle, Washington 
9814tf. Project Follm~-up SUlTullary: Effectiveness of Social Work t-1ith Acting-out~. NIMF: United 
Good Neighbor Fund, Seattle; Hethodist Board of Missions. Begin September 1, 1962. Completion 
Augus t, 1969. 

Comparison study of impact of community treatment on a group of "high risk" $('venth grade boys 
found less school diScipline problems and less acting-out behavior in groups given intensive case
work treatment. 

II. INSTITUTIONS 

A. Training schools 

Catalino, Anthony. Bureau of Children's Institutions, Penn. Dept. of Public Welfare, Harrisburg, 
Pennsy1vannia. A boys' committee as an instrument of communication Crime and Delinquency:. 14 (4): 
346-352, 1968. 

Using a boys' committee to help broaden the channels of communication within the institution. 
Instrumental in improving regulations and procedures. 

B. Foster ~ 

Gater, L.; Hamm, R.; Osterberg, N. Boulder County. Juvenile Court, Boulder Co. !:. ~ Away 
1!.2!!!~: Community: Volunteers EmEty: ~ Jail. J30ulder Co., Boulder County Court, 1968, 46 p. 

Volunteers Serve as foster parents taking delinquents into their homes. Both group homes 
with paid parents and individual foster homes are used. 

C. Camps 

California, Los Angeles Co. Probation Department. 320 West Temple, L.A. Calif. 90012. Probation 
Camps: Information Series ~~, L.A. County, Calif. Probation Dept. 

Widely studied camp system for seriously delinquent boys. Junior can\ps (13-15) and senior 
camps (16-18) emphaSize work training (forestry, road-building). 
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California Department of Youth Authority; Knight, Doug. ~l Marshall Program: Assessment of a 
Short-term mstitution9.1 Tre~!l!;. Program. Part 1: Parole Outcome and background characte~£stics, 
Research report no. 56. Sllcramento, Calif., Dept. of Youth Authority, 1969, 

'l'herapeutic cotmllut:ity model. Group interaction is prindple treatment force. Paper presents 
evaluation comparing parole performances of Marshall boys to boys who were assigned to other insl.:i
r·~ri.ons . 

E. Det6ntion 

Simonson. Charles ·r. Detention Services, Summit County JuvenUe Court Center, Akron, Ohio. lli
Ululating GQ./;I,h QJ1 !.l!l.lli. Prognam in. Detention .Edwardsville, Illinois University, 6 p. 25 cents. 

Prepared for the training of detention home personnel. Discusses movement toward goals, per
mitting deciSions, interaction with group and with staff, sharing planning at all 1e-vels of staff. 
Evaluation is also considered. 

F. Group homes 

Keller, Oliver Jr.; Alper, Benedict. Florida Division of Youth Services, TallahassE'e, Florida 
Halfway Houses: Conununitycentered correction ~ Treatment. Lexington, Hass" D.ll. Health, 1970. 
203 p. $9.50. 

General source on the cOllUTIunity treatment center as a prerelease program for juvenile offend
ers and an alternative to institutional commitment. Describes professional and social concerns 
in the operation of such facilities. Discusses techniques, group intervention, guided group inter
action as well as operation and administration. 

llargadine, John; Holmes, Horace 13.; Scheir, Ivan H. Attention ~_ Detention. Boulder County 
.Juvenile Court, Hall of Justice, I10ulder Colorado, 80302. 

Describes gt:oup fostf.'r homes for juveniles, directed by the juve; lill.' court and supported by 
the local citizens to providE' a homelike atmosphere as an alternative for chi Idr(m who would other
wise be in detention facilities, in inappropriate situat:ions in their own homes, or in jail a
waiting placement in foster homes or ranch-type "schools". Such homes are used as short-term 
placements. 

G. Non-residential 

Stephenson, Richard H.; Scarpitti, Frank R. Douglas College, New Brunswick, N.J. Essexfields: 
A non~residential experime>nt in group centered rehabilitation of delinqucnts. American Journal 
of Correction. 31 (1): 12-'18, 1969. 

- A program patterned on llighfields (a residential group treatment center), which was success
fully card.ed out in a non-residential settitlg. Includes careful experimental design and statis~ 
tical analysis of results. Valuable both for the program description and the evaluation methods. 

Henderson, Susan. Day Care for Juvenile Delinquents: An Alternative to Out-of-Hollle Placements. 
Judicat'ut'e. 53 (1): 19-21, 1969. 
---Day care program dealing with the child in the family and conununity setting Hhile she is at
tending school at the girls' detention facility at .Tuvenile Hall. Program used as a substitute 
both for institutionalization and probation. Has been successful in keeping girls in their homes 
with low recidivist rates and relatively low cost per girl. 

III. PROBATION 

A. Int~nsive 

Lvs Angeles County Probation De~t. Reduction of Delinquency through Expansion of Opportunity 
(!ill.!l!ill) ,L.A. County, Calif., office of researcnano l;;tandards, Probation Department, 1958, 4U p • 
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Intensive (cont.) 

Substitution of intensive, in-community, supervision of 120 male wards of Juvenile Court. 
EXperience with "hard-core" delinquents has been favorable. 1) reduce case loads 2) use indigen
ous aids 3) include family counseling. 

Stark, Herman G. A Substitute for Institutionalization of Serious Delinquents: A California 
Youth Authority Experiment. Crime and Delinquency, 9: 242-248, 1963. 

An intensive treatment-control program in the community as a substitute for institutionaliza
tion of delinquents committed by the juvenile courts. Agents work with caseloads of eight, em
ploying a variety of programs. 

Carpenter, H.A. 165 Grace Lane, Chicago Heights, Illinois. Project Follow-up Sumnary (final): 
Comnunity Treatment Program i9.! Delinquent and Neglected Children. Marquette Co. (Mich.) Probate 
Court; U.S. Office of Juvenile Delinquency and Youth Development. 

Resocialization of delinquents by active envi.ronmental manipulation. Probation workers took 
activ~ part in finding opportunities in social system for child on probation. Also used subpro
fessional area. Attempt to determine whether intervention services are successful in rural setting • 

B. School 

Maxwell, T. Mott Crime and Delinquency Prevention Program, Flint Boari of Education. 923 E. Kear
slt~y St., Flint, Mich. lf8502. Project Summary: Positive Action i£! Youth (PAY) Mott Program, 
Flint Board of Education, ~lich.; Juvenile Justice Division, Probate Court, Flint. 

Fifty-five male probationers participate with peers, teachers, families. Program keeps boy 
in present environment (home and school) while offering group counseling, work experience, family 
counseling, supportive action, individual counseling. Includes evaluation of school improvement, 
measurement devices, other tools for use by interested schools and social agencies. 

C. Paraprofessional volunteers 

Rushen, R. and HUnter, F. Los Angeles County Probation Dept., LoS Angeles, California. A Pri
liminary Report ~ the Indigenous Aid in Probation, Parole, and Correctional Association s;(l): 
10-16, 1968. 

USing indigenous people from neighborhoods to provide services to help youths modify their 
behavior patterns. 120 male wards of juvenile court are receiving supervision in the community. 

D . Fami ly Couns eUng 

Austin, Kenneth H.; Speidel, Fred R. San Bernardino County Probatiott Department, San Bernardino, 
California. Thunder: An Alternative to Juvenile Court Appearance. California Youth Authority 
Qgarterly. 24 (4): 13-16, 1971. 

Describes an intensive, short-term family group counseling program used in place of the 
judicial proc.€'!'Hl in caSes ~~here the juvenile was not criminally oriented. Completion of program 
resulted in the case being settled out of court. Results suggest group techniques ,~ere as ef
fective as individual casework. 

IV. COMMUNITY SERVI CES 

A. Vblunte~ organization 

Kirkwood, William. 44 E. 23rd St., New York, New York 10010. Volunteers in Corrections. In
fonnation Review on Crime and Delinguency, Vol. 1, No.3. New York, National Council on Cd;;;; 
and Delinquency, 196'8.'"2Cp.-
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Volunteer organization (cont.) 

Deals with the use of volunteers to eliminate cotmnunity uneasiness and facilitate ':e-entry 
of the offende'r into the connnunity. Lists large nUnlbe'r of successful programs and possible roles 
for volunteers f'rom B;,g Brothers to employment programs for ex-convicts. 

B. Training 

Lee, Robert Edward; Plercy,Fred P. 708-202 S.W. 16th Avenue, Gainsville, Florida. 32601. Proj£'ct 
~: Community-Based 'rreatment ill Juvenile Delinguents. GaInsvil1e, Florida, Florida Edt..ca
tional Research Development Council, 1972. 37 p. 

Projel!t Crest provides support: for the Florida Division of Youth S(>rvices from teams of ad
vanced graduate students in counselor education. The teams will pr;;,vide a diagnostic program, 
crisis therapy, consulting service. Inservice training. 

C. Consultation 

Berlin, LN. Hental Health Consultation with a .Juvenile Probation Departtnl?nt. In: Szurek, S. 
:tllll. Antisocial Child; His Family And 'His Q.?lmmmity. Palo Alto, Calif., Science and Behavior 
Books,1969. 224 p . 

Deals with the use of mental health consultation consisting of lectures to the staff about 
child development and parent-child relationships, discussions of diagnostic categories of mental 
illness, and individual consultation with probation officers about their own conflicts about 
their jobs and clients. The consultation show-ed gratifying results in the functioning of the 
probation officer. 

D. Planning 

Office of Juvenile Delinque'ncy and Youth Development. U.S. Dept. of Health, Education, and ~~elfare, 
Washington, D.C. Delinquency Today: !::. Guide for COnn\runity Action. Washington, U.S. Government 
Printing Office, 1969. 22 p. 20 cents. 

A blueprint for community planning. Covers conflicting public attitudes, use of cOimnunity 
based programs, personnel, legal services, federal role. 
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APPENDIX B 

The following research re t i b 
merely to serve as a . 1 por s ased on fictitious data and is intended 
regarding the sUbjec~ ~~:;~reo~ft~ r~searc~ des~gn and report. No conclusions 
information included herein. e exper~ment can be drawn from any of the 
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

The effects of an "authoritarian" or a "democratic" group atmosphere on the behavior of child
ren has been a topic of research since the study of group dynamics began. One of the early studies 
of leadership style compared the behavior of two groups of ten~and eleven-year old children; one 
a highly authoritarian group, the other a democratic group (Lewin and Lippitt, 1938). The authori
tarian group was found to be more hosttle, to produce a higher state of tension, and to turn ag
gression against a scapegoat. The democratic group was more cooperative, more constructive, more 
harmonious, and more stable. 

Studies of leadership style have been conducted in many settings and the findings applied in 
educational and industrial institutions but they have been less widely adopted in correctional set
tings. However, with the ,\\lide recognition of the importance of peer influence on the behavior of 
delinquents, there have been programs which attempt to focus peer pressure in more pro-social di
rections. The Provo Experiemnt was one such program (Empey and Erickson, 1972), in which a system 
of self-government was developed wherein the boys worked out the solutions to group problems :and 
the staff was committed to carrying out their solutions. Fixen, Phillips, and Wolf (1973) set a
bout investigating experimentally the variables that effect youths' participation in self~govern
ment. They found that boys in a residential group home were capab Ie of learning to participate ef
fectively in a democratic system. 

Maturation appears to inv0lve an increasing capacity to relate constructively to others. This 
change has been conceptualized as seven successive levels of interpersonal maturity with subtypes 
within the level distinguished by the individual's characteristic manner of response (Sullivan, 
Grant, and Grant, 1957). Growing out of these categories, Jesness (1971) and Jesness and Wedge 
(1970) have developed a method of classifying delinquents as to their level of interpersonal ma
turity. This classification into one of nine I-level subtypes is used in their programs as a means 
of assigning delinquents to appropriate treatment programs. 

Research on democratic and authoritarian groups to suggests that more constructive ways of 
relating to others can be taught in a democratic atmosphere. If interpersonal relationships are 
indicative of maturity level, then perhaps delinquent youths "'ho have the experience of a democra
tic setting advance more rapidly to higher levels of interpersonal maturity. 

METHOD 

Sub j ects ~ Design. Six counties partic:l.pated in the experiment. Each county has a boys I 
group home which houses 6 boyS at a time. In three of the counties (county A, B, C), the rules 
of the homes were established by the house parents, and the structure was authorite.rian. A token 
system was set up to enforce rules. In the other three counties (county D, E, and F), the homes 
were set up with democratic decision-making, where all rules and enforcement policies were arrived 
at by joint decisions between the boys and the house parents. Participants in the experiment were 
randomly selected from the pool of all boys in the 6 county region who were assigned by the county 
courts to enter a group home. Thirty-siX boys in all were selected, ranging in age from 13-15 
years. They boys were randomly assigned to one of the 6 homes, so that each boy had as much chance 
of being assigned to an authoritarian home as to a democratic home. Eighteen boys in all were as
signed to the three authoritarian homes, and the other 18 ",ere assigned to the three democratic 
homes. Upon entering the home, each boy was given the Jesness Inventory,and a score was computed 
for the immaturity scale. At the end of 6 months, all Subjects ~) were again tested on the 
Jesness Inventory and released to their own homes. The research design is a randomized 2 group 
design with pretest and post test in both groups (See Figure 1) • 
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Figure 1. Design of Research. 
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homes--pretest and post test. 
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The immattlrity scale is designed so that a lower score reflects less immaturity as defined by 
the scale items. There was no mean difference between combined authoritarian S scores and com-
bined democratic S scores nn the pretest measure, i.e. both means were 13.39. An independent means 
t-test between co'ij;bined authoritarian S scores and combined democratic S scores on the post test 
measure was performed. A significant difference (.! = 2.049, p< .0S,df;- 34) was obtained, in the 
direction of post test i,lluiiatudty among democratic home E.s than among authoritarian home E.s. The 
present findings support the prediction that a democrati,(' home structure is more conducive to a 
reduction of immaturity (as measured by the Jesness immaturity scale) than is an authoritarian 
home structure. 

A t-test was computed comparing the democratic and authoritarian group home E.s with regard t:o 
the amount of change between pretest and post test measures, i.e. each SiS score consisted of the 
post test minus the pretest score. The result was t = +3.07, p< .01, df = 34, in the direction of 
larger change scores for E.s from democratic homes than for E.s from authoritarian homes . 

In order to demonstrate the weakness of non-experimental designs, a correlated t-test was 
performed on the pretest and post test data from the democratic homes, as though there were no 
authol'itarian control group. The post test immaturity scale scores were significantly lower than 
the prt."!test scores, .! = 2.743, p< .05. This significant result suggests that a change on the 
measured dimension occurred during the treatment period. However, there is no way of isolating 
the cause of the change, i. e. \~hether it was due to maturational processes or some unidentified 
aspect of the treatment program. The presence of a control group (the authoritarian homes) adds 
conSiderably to the amount oE information gained. It can be observed that the direction of change 
is the same for both types of treatments. It would be instructive to have still another control 

group to help in determining whether similar changes also occur in a non-delinquent or untreated 
d ~,linquent popu lation. 

SUHHARY 

It was found that delinquent youth assigned to democratic group homes demonstrated a greater 
reduction in immaturity than comparable youth assigned to authoritarian group homes. i~1ile it has 
not been demonstrated that immaturity leads to or causes delinquent behaVior, it has been pre
viously shown (Jesness, 1966) that delinquent youth score higher on the immaturity scale than do 
non-delinquent youth. More rE'search is needed to establish the nature of the relationship between 
immaturity and delinquent behavior . 
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APPENDIX C 

For the present work to be maximally helpful, it should be used in con
junction with a source on statistics and design. The following are some of 
the sources available from psychology. There is a wide variety of other 
sources available in the social sdences which will serve adequately. 
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